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A. 1 TIMELINE Al: HISTORY OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
The timeline Al concerns the main events related to the history of Civil Engineering, 
with an emphasis on those which deal with the steel and concrete materials. 
A. 2 TIMELINE A2: HISTORY OF STEEL-CONCRETE COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION 
The timeline A2 concerns the main events related to the history of steel-concrete 
composite construction. 
600 BC 
First stone bridge 
in Rome 
500 BC 
Steel swords made 
in China 
350 BC 
Iron tools and 
weapons in China 
206 BC 
Iron-chain suspension 
Bridges erected in China 
1743 
Collapsing dome of St Peter's, Rome, 
investigated mathematically : one of 
the early instances of structural 
analysis 
1747 
Ecole des Ponts et Chaussbes formed by 
the king of France : the first training school 
for civil engineers in Europe 
1824 
Aspdin in Leeds patents 
Portland cement 
1841 
University College London, 
first chair of engineering 
1889 
Eiffel Tower completed 
1902 
Engineering Standards Committee formed, 
Later becoming the BESA, and then BSI 
1928 
Concrete placed by vibration 
in the USA 
Figure A. 1: Timeline Al 
2 
1894 
Concrete encased beams were first 
used In a bridge In Iowa (US) and a 
building In Pittsburgh (US) 
1923 
First tests on composite beams - Canada 
(only natural bonding between steel and 
concrete were considered). 
First systematic studies using mechanical 
connectors - Switzerland. 
Metal decks first appeared. 
First recorded use of through deck stud 
welding - Federal Court House, Brooklyn 
(US). 
1964 - 
Chapman. J. C. and Balakrishnan, S. studied 
the behaviour of headed shear studs at 
Imperial College, London (UI). 
-1908 
First laboratory teats on encased columns 
- Columbia University (US) 
1939 
Batho, C., Lash, S. D. and Kirkham, R. H. H. 
observed that the theory for reinforced 
concrete is applicable to composite beams 
as long as bond between steel and concrete 
is present. 
yaw 
Mechanical connectors In steel concrete 
composite beams were largely used on 
researches. 
1954 
Stud connectors began to be studied. The 
fiirst push-off tests using stud connectors 
were conducted by Viest, I. M. at the 
University of Illinois (US). 
1961 
Full set of rules concerning the design of 
composite beams - American Institute of 
Steel Construction (A1SC) Buildings 
Specification. 
- 1965 
Barnard, P. R. and Johnson, R. P. at University 
of Cambridge (US) carried out a series of 
beam tests utilizing headed studs with a solid 
slab. 
Figure A. 2: Timeline A2 
3 
1967 
CP 117 publication (first British 
comprehensive composite code) comprising 
three parts: simply supported beams In 
buildings, beams for bridges and composite 
columns. 
1971 - 
The shear strength of the headed stud 
connector was presented. 
. 1969 




Connections and frame stability of composite 
structures began to be largely investigated, as 
well as the effects of using different levels of 
shear connection. 
2000 
Lam, D., Elliot, K. S. and Nethercot, D. A. 
carried out a comprehensive research on the 
behaviour of composite beams with hollow 
core floor slabs. 
on composite beams with ribbed metal 
were carried out by Robinson, H. In 
-1996 
Moy, S. S. J. and Taylor, C. studied the effect 
of precast concrete planks on shear 
connector strength. 
Figure A. 2: Timeline A2 (cont. ) 
APPENDIX B 
COMPARATIVE TABLES 
TABLE B. 1: EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL STUDIES ON STEEL-CONCRETE 
COMPOSITE BEAMS 
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The present investigation focuses on the evaluation of full and partial shear 
connection in composite beams using the FE software ANSYS, version 7.0. Two and 
three-dimensional FE models are proposed and compared to experimental and 
numerical results available in the literature. 
The models were able to simulate the overall flexural behaviour of simply supported 
composite beams subjected to concentrated loads. The 3D model accurately predicted 
the load deflection behaviour, longitudinal slip at the steel-concrete interface, stud 
shear force and failure modes. Based on the comparison between the test results and 
the FE analyses, the model can be used to undertake further extensive parametric 
studies. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Composite steel-concrete construction, particularly for multi-storey steel frames, has 
achieved a high market share in several European countries, the USA and Australia. 
Savings in steel weight and a reduction in construction depth are its main advantages. 
Composite action enhances structural efficiency by combining the structural elements 
to create a single composite section. For steel-concrete composite beams this 
interaction is achieved through the mechanical action of shear connectors. The 
behaviour of composite beams is more complex than that of steel or reinforced 
concrete beams, as the influence of the differences in properties of their constituent 
parts (steel beam, concrete slab and shear connectors) has to be taken into account. 
Moreover, the initial stress state prior to the composite action being developed may 
also affect the overall structural response [1]. 
In order to obtain reliable results up to failure, FE models must properly represent the 
constituent parts, adopt adequate elements and use appropriate solution techniques. 
The present investigation focuses on the evaluation of full and partial shear 
connection in composite beams using the FE software ANSYS. Two and three- 
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dimensional models are proposed and compared to test and numerical data available 
in the literature. 
2 2D FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF COMPOSITE BEAMS 
The 2D model, using ANSYS version 7.0 [2], was based on a composite beam test, 
CBI, described in Lam et al. [3]. The geometry and loading are shown in Figure 1. 
The simply supported beam (5.7 m span) comprised a 356 x 171 x 51 mm serial size 
S275 UB, together with a 150 x 1200 mm hollow core slab. The shear connectors 
were 125 x 19 mm headed studs at 150 mm intervals. Point loads were located 1500 
mm from each support. Comparisons were also made with another numerical study, 
Lam et al. [4], in which the package ABAQUS [5] was used. 










Fig. 1: Steel-concrete composite beam layout Fig. 2: Composite beam FE mesh 
2.1 Finite element model 
Elastic-plastic 2D elements (PLANE42), suitable for plane stress analysis, were used 
for both the steel section and the concrete slab. COMBIN39 elements (unidirectional 
elements with nonlinear generalized force-deflection capability) were used to 
represent the shear connectors. The reinforcing bars were not explicitly modelled. As 
symmetry was taken into account, only one half the span was considered. 160 
PLANE42 elements and 21 COMBIN39 elements were used to represent the steel 
section and the shear connectors, respectively (Figure 2). 
The load was incrementally applied to the beam by means of an equivalent 
displacement to overcome convergence problems. The convergence limits for 
nonlinear analysis used the L2-norm (square root sum of the squares) of force 
tolerance equal to 0.1% for force convergence. An L2-norm check on displacement 
with a 5% tolerance was also used. 
For the material properties of the steel beam and concrete slab, the measured test 
values [3] were used. The actual load-slip behaviour of the shear studs obtained from 
the push-off tests [6] was also considered in the analysis. For the steel beam the von 
Mises yield criterion with isotropic hardening rule was used. An elastic-linear-work- 
hardening material was considered, with tangent modulus equal to 1/10000 of the 
elastic modulus. The tensile strength and the Young's modulus of the steel flanges 
and web were: 312.1 N/mm2,354.5 N/mm2,186.2 kN/mm2 and 202.6 kN/mm2, 
respectively. 
Two options for the work hardening behaviour of the precast concrete slab were 
considered: a bilinear isotropic hardening (BISO) and a multilinear isotropic 
hardening (MISO). These options use the von Mises yield criterion coupled with an 
isotropic work hardening assumption. The uniaxial behaviour is described by a piece- 
wise linear total stress-total strain curve, starting at the origin, with positive stress and 
strain values. The adopted precast concrete compressive strength was f = 50.0 
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N/mm2 [3]. The steel and concrete Poisson's ratios were taken as 0.3 and 0.2, 
respectively. 
The effective breadth of the concrete slab and its modulus of elasticity were varied, as 
well as its work hardening behaviour (bilinear or multilinear). The influence of the 
concrete strength was also studied, Table 1, by considering three alternatives for the 
concrete compression strength (Q: 0.67f,. (in-situ concrete strength value, [4]), 
0.85f,,, (considering a percentage of the slab transverse reinforcement [4]) and an 
intermediate value of 0.8f,.. 
Table 1: Concrete behaviour modelling 
FEM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
EB 1200 1665 1665 1200 1665 1665 
- - - 
1665 
- - 
1665 1665 1665 1665 




43 - 73' - -4 35 34° 43 43 43 
1.697 1.697 1.5743 1.697' 1.697 1.106° 1.106° 1.69 1.697 1.69 1.697 
E 23570 2357 27323 388918 388918 388918 388918 388910 388918 388918 388918 
WH BISO BISO BISO MISO Ml--so-"W-1 BISO BISO MISO MISO MISO MISO 
EB is the effective breadth of the concrete slab (mm); f. is the concrete strength (N/mm`); e, is 
the concrete strain corresponded to f (x10'3); E, is the concrete initial Young's modulus 
(N/mm2); WH represents the work hardening behaviour (f. is the stress corresponded to the 
beginning of strain hardening); 
ef =0.8 f.. (where fý, = concrete cube strength); bf=0.85 feu; °f=0.67f (mean value, 
BS8110 [7] and Bangash [8]); d ec = 0.00024 fý, (mean value, BS8110 and Bangash); ° eý _ 
fd Ec; f E,, =f/ c; 8E, = 5500 (mean value, BS8110); b1 = fd2; 
*In options FEM-7,9,10 and 11, the influence of the shear connector stiffness was studied 
considering studs 10,1.2,1.5 and 2 times stiffer, respectively, than the FEM-1 to FEM-6 
connectors. 
2.2 Finite element results 
The FE model results are presented in Figure 3. It is noticeable that the numerical 
results produced slightly more flexible solutions than the Lam et al. test [3]. In terms 
of the ultimate bending moment, the FE results (FEM-5, FEM-6 and FEM-8) were 
within 1.4% of the experimental results (Figure 3). Moreover, the results obtained 
considering f, equal to 0.67E and 0.85fß were practically the same, as can be seen in 
the analyses FEM-5, FEM-6 and FEM-8 (Figure 3). From Figure 4 it can be seen that 
the moment-deflection curves obtained using ANSYS (FEM-5) and ABAQUS [4] 
were very similar, with the results of the present analysis being a little more 
conservative. 
Analysing the shear connector forces, as well as the concrete and steel stresses, it was 
observed that the most important material input data was the load-slip curve of the 
shear studs (Figure 5). The choice of an appropriate curve produces more accurate 
modelling of the beam stiffness. It was also observed that the 2D FE model was able 
to simulate, with good accuracy, the actual behaviour of the investigated composite 
beam. 
3 3D FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF COMPOSITE BEAMS 
The 3D model, using ANSYS version 7.0 [2], was based on the tests performed by 
Chapman and Balakrishnan [9]. The beams spanned 5490 mm with an I-shaped steel 
member 305 mm deep (12" X 6" X 44 lb/ft BSB) and a concrete slab 152 nun thick 
X 1220 mm wide. The number and type of the studs, steel and concrete strengths 
varied according to the tested composite beam. The slab was reinforced longitudinally 
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with four top and four bottom 8 mm bars. The transverse reinforcement incorporated 
top and bottom bars of 12.7 mm @ 152 mm centres and 12.7 mm @ 305 mm centres, 
respectively. A full description of these beams is presented in Figure 6 and Table 2. 
The investigated numerical results will be compared to test results, Chapman and 
Balakrishnan [9], and to numerical studies, El-Lobody et al. [ 101 and Gattesco [ 11 ]. 
3.1 Finite element model 
Elastic-plastic shell (SHELL43) and solid (SOLID65) elements were used for the 
steel section and for the concrete slab, respectively. COMBIN39 elements were used 
to represent the shear connectors. Both longitudinal and transverse reinforcing bars 



















Fig. 3: Moment-deflection curves for the CB 1 







Fig. 5: Moment-deflection curves for different load-slip curves of shear connectors 
Table 2- Details of composite beams tested by 191 
Beam A5 BI Cl DI EI 
S d di 
19    
tu ameter (mm) 12.7 - - - -- ---- - ---- --  
102   
Stud overall length (mm) 76  - - 
50 
N b 
100   
um er of connectors 44 




p g p 274   -_  -- 
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Ng. 4: Moment-detlection curves for the l; ts l 
test and FE (ANSYS and ABAQUS) 
10 20 30 40 
Mdspan ddlcton (nm) 
5490/2 1220 
l2 7O152mm 
stud connectors in pairs 12 7O3O5n ,, }152 
r. eýaso/rt s ss I 08- 305 
152 
Fig. 6: Simply supported beams layout 
ýLLLLLLLL 
-s 
Fig. 7: Typical composite beam FE mesh 
The element SHELL43 is defined by 4 nodes having six degrees of freedom at each 
node. The deformation shapes are linear in both in-plane directions. The element 
allows for plasticity, creep, stress stiffening, large deflection, and large strain 
capabilities [2]. The element SOLID65 is used for three-dimensional modelling of 
solids with or without reinforcing bars (rebar capability). The element has 8 nodes and 
three degrees of freedom (translations) at each node. The concrete is capable of 
cracking (in three orthogonal directions), crushing, plastic deformation, and creep [2]. 
The rebars are capable of sustaining tension and compression forces, but not shear, 
being also capable of plastic deformation and creep. The element COMBIN39 is 
defined by two node points and a generalized force-deflection curve and has 
longitudinal or torsional capability. The longitudinal option is a uniaxial tension- 
compression element with up to three degrees of freedom (translations) at each node. 
As symmetry was taken into account only one half of the beam span was considered. 
The number of elements used in each model depended on the composite beam 
analysed (Table 3). A typical FE mesh for the composite beam is shown in Figure 7. 
The load was incrementally applied to the model by means of an equivalent 
displacement to overcome convergence problems. For the convergence criterion, the 
L2-norm (square root sum of the squares) of displacements was considered. 
Table 3: Number of finite elements 
Composite beam SHELL43 SOLID65 COMBIN39 Total 
A5 200 160 20 380 
BI 200 160 20 380 
C1 200 160 20 380 
D1 240 192 50 482 
E1 240 192 50 482 
The von Mises yield criterion with isotropic hardening rule (multilinear work- 
hardening material) was used to represent the steel beam (flanges and web) behaviour. 
The stress-strain relationship was linear elastic up to yielding, perfectly plastic 
between the elastic limit (sr, ) and the beginning of strain hardening and followed the 
constitutive law used by Gattesco [I I] for the strain hardening branch: 
6= fy +Eh(E-Eh) 1-Eh 
E- Eh 
ý1ý 
where fy and f, are the yield and ultimate tensile stresses of the steel component, 
respectively; Eh and 4 are the strain-hardening modulus (i. e. 3500 N/mm2) and the 
strain at strain hardening of the steel component, respectively. 
The values adopted for the steel and concrete parameters in all composite beams, 
Table 4, were taken as the actual measured test values [9]. The von Mises yield 
criterion with isotropic hardening rule was used for the reinforcing steel. An elastic- 
linear-work-hardening material was considered, with tangent modulus equal to 
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1/10000 of the elastic modulus, in order to avoid numerical problems. The tensile 
strength, the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio of the reinforcing steel were 
320 N/mm2,205000 N/mm2 and 0.3, respectively. 
The concrete slab behaviour was modelled by a multilinear isotropic hardening 
relationship, which uses the von Mises yield criterion coupled with an isotropic work 
hardening assumption. The uniaxial behaviour was described by a piece-wise linear 
total stress-total strain curve, starting at the origin, with positive stress and strain 
values, considering the concrete compressive strength (/) corresponding to a 
compressive strain of 0.2%. The stress-strain curve also assumed a total increase of 
0.05 N/mm2 in the compressive strength up to the concrete strain of 0.35% to avoid 
numerical problems due to an unrestricted yielding flow. The concrete element shear 
transfer coefficients considered were: 0.2 (open crack) and 0.6 (closed crack). Typical 
values range from 0 to 1, with 0 representing a smooth crack (complete loss of shear 
transfer) and 1 representing a rough crack (no loss of shear transfer). The default 
value of 0.6 was used as the stress relaxation coefficient (a device that helps 
accelerate convergence when cracking is imminent). The crushing capability of the 
concrete element was disabled in order to overcome convergence problems. 
Table 4: Material properties for the steel and concrete 
Beam AS BI Cl D1 E1 
Mode offailure slab crushing 
Concrete slab linder streu h /mm 24.8 30.9 24.8 26.1 32.7 
Push-out tests concrete cube strength (102 mm) 35.9 34.5 42.1 34.5 42.1 











Yield stress: web/flange /mm 295 / 235 228 / 237 271 / 242 296 / 245 296 / 249 
Ultimate stress: web/flange /mm 451 / 451 426 / 446 432 / 429 455 / 454 460 / 465 
(Strain at strain hardening) / (Yield strain): 
web/flange 
1.0/1.0 1.0/3.0 3.4/2.8 1.0/1.9 1.0/2.2 
. Based on the concrete cube strength (152.4 mm cubes). The cylinder strength of beam D1 
was not consistent with the other cylinder strength values. 
The concrete slab compressive strength was taken as the actual cylinder strength test 
values [9], Table 4. The tensile strength and the Poisson's ratio of the concrete were 
assumed as 1/10 of its compressive strength and 0.2, respectively. The concrete elastic 
modulus was evaluated according to Eurocode 4 [12], i. e.: 
1/2 
EE = 9500(fß +8)1/3 
24ý (2) 
where: y, is equal to 24 kN/m3. Uniformly spaced shear connectors were adopted. The 
actual load-slip curves for the headed studs, obtained from the push-off tests [9], were 
used in the analyses, as well as the actual number/spacing used in the experimental 
tests (Table 2). 
Based on the composite section strength of the concrete slab, steel components and 
shear connectors, the level of shear connection (q) could be determined. This value is 
defined as the ratio between the shear connection capacity and the weakest element 
capacity (concrete slab or steel beam). Table 5 summarises the level of shear 
connection for all the composite beams, considering three different approaches. The 
first used the nominal values presented by [9] for the stud strength and steel yield 
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stress. In the second and third approaches, the material properties were taken as the 
actual measured values (Tables 2 and 4), while the level of shear connection was 
calculated according to Eurocode 4 [12] and NBR8800 [13], respectively. The 
nominal stud strengths according to Eurocode 4 (eq. 3) and NBR8800 (eq. 4) are: 
0.29d 2 (ICk EcM )'"Z 




and qns Td' 
4 
(3) and (4) 
Considerable differences among the levels of shear connection according to the three 
approaches presented were noticed. 
Table 5: Level of shear connection of the composite beams (%) 
Beams A5 Cl DI El B1 
Nominal values 138 138 138 313 313 
Measured Eurocode 4 95 111 96 97 100 
values NBR8800 128 151 130 131 135 
3.2 Finite Element results 
In order to validate the model and verify its accuracy, load versus midspan deflection 
curves from the FE analyses will be compared to the Chapman and Balakrishnan test 
results [9]. In addition, comparisons to the analytical model proposed by Gasttesco 
[11] and to the numerical model using ABAQUS [5] by El-Lobody and Lam [10] for 
the composite beam El will be performed. The main focus of discussion will be 
centred on: 
a) Distribution of stud forces along the beam lengths; 
b) Absolute force carried by the shear studs for three different stud overall 
lengths (for a fixed diameter and spacing). 
As already mentioned, a multilinear isotropic hardening (MISO) was used for the 
solid element to represent the concrete behaviour. Two limits were established to 
define the ultimate load for each FE analysis: a lower (full triangle) and an upper (full 
square) bounds, corresponding to concrete compressive strains of 0.2%, and 0.35%, 
respectively. These two limits define an interval in which the composite beam 
collapse load is located. A third limit (full circle) condition can also be reached when 
the composite beam's most heavily loaded stud reaches its ultimate load obtained, as 
defined from the appropriate push-out test [9]. 
In the following figures (Figures 8 to 13), numerical results obtained from the FE 
model presented are compared to Chapman and Balakrishnan tests [9]. In beam A5, 
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Fig. 8: Load (kN) versus midspan deflection 
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Fig. 10: Load (kN) versus midspan deflection (mm) - Beam El 
Good agreement was obtained between the experimental work [9] and the numerical 
results. Based on the load versus midspan deflection curves, it can be observed that 
the FE analyses provided slightly stiffer models than the test results. 
The stud force distribution graphs (Figures 11 to 13) are plotted relating force ratio to 
position. A third limit curve was also plotted related to the closest point to the 
experimental ultimate load, in the load versus midspan curve. This curve was only 
plotted when this reference point fell within the lower and upper limits. 
As the beam B1 failure mode is slab crushing and the limit points corresponding to 
the lower bound and stud failure are very close, only the stud forces related to the 
lower bound were plotted in Figure 11. 
3.2.1 Absolute force carried by the shear studs for three different stud overall 
lengths 
Figures 14 and 15 present the absolute force carried by the shear studs (Fconneccor) for 
three different stud overall lengths, having the same diameter and spacing. The results 
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Fig. 11: Ratio of stud forces versus relative 
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Fig. 13: Ratio of stud forces versus relative position of the stud - Beam El 
a) Beams A5, BI and Cl (Figure 14): 
" Based on the analysis of the beams A5, B1 and Cl a simultaneous increase 
between the overall length of the studs and the force carried by them may be 
observed. 
" The increase in the stud length from 76 mm to 102 mm resulted in a higher 
increase in the stud force than when the stud length changed from 50 mm to 76 
mm. 
" Comparing the 76 mm and 102 mm studs, the increase in the stud forces was 
much higher for connectors in the range between the midspan and 27.5% of the 
beam span. 
" As the overall length of the connectors increases there is also an increase in the 
minimum/maximum connectors force range. 
b) Beams DI and El (Figure 15): 
" Although the studs of beam D1 have an overall length of 102 mm, the stud forces 
were less significant than the beam El forces (50 mm stud connectors). This fact 
can be related to the reduced concrete strength of beam DI when compared to 
beam E I. 
" As the overall length of the connectors increases there is also an increase in the 
minimum/maximum connectors force range. 
Table 7 presents the ultimate load results for all the investigated composite beams. 
The ultimate load is expressed in terms of the test results [9] and for both lower and 
upper bound limits (FE analysis). This table also presents the ratio between the 
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Note: The upper bound of beam B1 was not considered in the analysis (Figure 8). 
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Table 7: Ultimate load results for the experimental and numerical analyses 
Beam P PLR (0.2%) Pu8 (0.35%) A =P P 42P P %L =dd x100 
A5 468 448 467 0.96 1.00 4 
BI 486 444 440 - 0.91 0.91 - - 
Cl 448 446 469 1.00 1.05 5 
DI 481 462 472 0.96 0.98 2 
EI 513 518 540 1.01 1.05 4 
Pexp, PLB and PUB are the test collapse load, lower and upper bound loads, respectively (kN); 
, ANSYS analysis terminated; ** Stud failure. 
3.2.2 Comments on other similar studies 
Gattesco [11] proposed an analytical procedure for the analysis of steel-concrete 
composite beams, in which the nonlinear behaviour of concrete, steel and shear 
connectors was considered. For the shear connectors an empirical nonlinear load-slip 
relationship was utilised. The results obtained from a parametric analysis 
demonstrated that the numerical programme was able to deal with either full or partial 
shear connection. 
El-Lobody and Lam [10] used the FE software ABAQUS [5] to perform a numerical 
analysis of steel-concrete composite girders with solid and precast hollow core slabs. 
Both models included the material nonlinearity of all components, as well as the 
nonlinear load-slip characteristics of headed stud connectors. In Figure 16 the load- 
midspan deflection curves obtained from the analytical model [11] and from the 
ABAQUS model [10] for the composite beam El are compared to the present study 
results. Good agreement among the curves was obtained, with the present model 
curve being closer to the test data. 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The 2D finite element model presented has proved to be effective in terms of 
predicting the overall flexural behaviour and moment capacity of steel beams acting 
compositely with precast hollow core slabs. Nevertheless, in order to obtain more 
detailed results, such as the stress/strain distribution within the slab, steel beam and 
shear connectors, a more complex FE model should be constructed. 
The 3D finite element model presented in this paper has proved to be effective in 
terms of predicting the overall flexural behaviour of composite beams. The model is 
able to predict the load deflection behaviour, longitudinal slip at the steel-concrete 
interface, shear force carried by the studs and the mode of failure. It is also able to 
model beams with either full or partial shear connection. Comparisons between the 
experimental results and those obtained from the finite element analyses indicate that 
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ABSTRACT 
The present investigation focuses on the evaluation of full and partial shear 
connection in composite beams using the commercial finite element (FE) software 
ANSYS, version 7.0. A three-dimensional FE model is proposed and compared to 
experimental and numerical results available in the literature. All the material non- 
linearities are considered and the structural behaviour of the headed shear stud 
connectors is modelled based on available experimental push-out test curves. The 
models were able to simulate the overall flexural behaviour of simply supported 
composite beams subjected to midspan point loads, as well as to accurately predict the 
load deflection behaviour, longitudinal slip at the steel-concrete interface, stud shear 
force and failure modes. Based on the comparison between the test results and the FE 
analyses, the model can be used to undertake further extensive parametric studies. 
KEYWORDS 
Composite beams, Finite Element Method, material nonlinearity, full and partial shear 
connection 
INTRODUCTION 
The term composite construction can be defined as a structural system composed of 
two or more dissimilar materials (generally, steel and concrete) joined together to act 
as a unit. The resulting system has a higher performance than would have been the 
case had the two materials functioned separately. Longitudinal shear forces must be 
developed in the steel-concrete interface so that the structural behaviour as a group 
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can be established. In many cases, there is a requirement for additional structural 
elements in the interface (shear connectors) to represent the composite action. 
One of the most common composite systems is the composite beam, in which a steel 
beam interacts with the concrete slab by means of shear connectors. Composite beam 
designs can provide a significant economy through reduced material, more slender 
floor depths and faster construction. Moreover, this system is well recognised in terms 
of the stiffness and strength improvements that can be achieved when compared to a 
non-composite solution using the same materials. 
It has already been shown that experimental tests require a great amount of time, are 
very expensive and, in particular cases, can even be impractical. On the other hand, 
the Finite Element Method has become, in recent years, a powerful and useful tool for 
the analysis of a wide range of engineering problems. According to Abdollahi (1996), 
a comprehensive finite element model permits a considerable reduction in the number 
of experiments. The present investigation focuses on the modelling of composite 
beams with full and partial shear connection using the ANSYS FEM software. A 
three-dimensional model is proposed and compared to test and numerical data 
available in the literature. 
3D FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF COMPOSITE BEAMS 
The 3D model, using ANSYS version 7.0, was based on Chapman & Balakrishnan 
(1964) tests. The beams spanned 5490 mm with an I-shaped steel member 305 mm 
deep (12" X 6" X 44 lb/ft BSB) and a concrete slab 152 mm thick X 1220 mm wide. 
The number and type of the studs, steel and concrete strengths varied with each test. 
The slab was longitudinally reinforced with four top and four bottom 8 mm bars. The 
transverse reinforcement incorporated top and bottom bars of 12.7 mm @ 152 mm 
centres and 12.7 mm @ 305 mm centres, respectively. A full description of these 
beams is presented in Figure 1 and Table 1. A validation of the numerical results 
described here will be performed by comparisons against Chapman & Balakrishnan 
(1964) tests, and numerical studies by: El-Lobody & Lam (2003), Gattesco (1999) 
and Pi et al. (2004). 
Finite Element Model 
Elasto-plastic shell (SHELL43) and solid (SOLID65) elements were used to model 
the steel section and the concrete slab, while COMBIN39 elements represented the 
shear connectors. Both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement bars were modelled 
as smeared throughout the solid finite element. As symmetry was taken into account 
only one half of the beam span was considered. The number of elements used in each 
model depended on the composite beam analysed (Table 1). A typical FE mesh for 
the composite beam is shown in Figure 2. 
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TABLE I 
Details of composite beams tested by Chapman & Balakrishnan and associated 
numerical model. 
Beam A2 A3 A4 AS A6 El 
Stud diameter (mm 19 19 19 19 19 12.7 
Stud overall length (mm) 102 102 102 102 102 50 
Number of connectors 76 68 56 44 32 100 
Spacing in pairs (mm) 159 178 216 274 378 121 
Number of SHELL43 elements 170 150 130 200 150 240 
Number o SOLID65 elements 136 120 104 160 120 192 
Number of COMBIN39 elements 36 32 28 20 16 50 
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Figure 1: Simply supported beams layout 
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Figure 2: Typical composite beam FE mesh 
The load was incrementally applied to the model by means of an equivalent 
displacement to overcome convergence problems. The L2-norm (square root sum of 
the squares) of displacements convergence criterion was considered throughout the 
analysis. The von Mises yield criterion with isotropic hardening rule (multilinear 
work-hardening material) was used to represent the steel beam (flanges and web). The 
stress-strain relationship was linear elastic up to yielding, perfectly plastic between 
the elastic limit (c, ) and the beginning of strain hardening and followed the 
constitutive law used by Gattesco (1999) for the strain hardening branch (Eqn. I): 
6= f, +Eh(£-£,, ) 1-E,, (1) 4(fu - fy ) 
where fy, and f, are the yield and ultimate tensile stresses of the steel component; Eh 
and ch are the strain-hardening modulus (i. e. 3500 N/mm2) and the strain at strain 
hardening of the steel component. 
The values adopted for the steel and concrete parameters in all composite beams, 
Table 2, were taken as the actual measured test values (Chapman & Balakrishnan, 
1964). The von Mises yield criterion with isotropic hardening rule was used for the 
reinforcing steel. An elastic-linear-work-hardening material was considered, with 
tangent modulus equal to 1/10000 of the elastic modulus, in order to avoid numerical 
problems. The tensile strength, the Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio of the 
reinforcing steel were 320 N/mm2,205000 N/mm2 and 0.3, respectively. 
The concrete slab behaviour was modelled by a multilinear isotropic hardening 
relationship, which uses the von Mises yield criterion coupled with an isotropic work 
hardening assumption. The uniaxial behaviour was described by a piece-wise linear 
total stress-total strain curve, starting at the origin, with positive stress and strain 
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values, considering the concrete compressive strength (Q corresponding to a 
compressive strain of 0.2%. The stress-strain curve also assumed a total increase of 
0.05 N/mm2 in the compressive strength up to the concrete strain of 0.35% to avoid 
numerical problems due to an unrestricted yielding flow. The concrete element shear 
transfer coefficients considered were: 0.2 (open crack) and 0.6 (closed crack). Typical 
values range from 0 to 1, with 0 representing a smooth crack (complete loss of shear 
transfer) and 1 representing a rough crack (no loss of shear transfer). The default 
value of 0.6 was used as the stress relaxation coefficient. The crushing capability of 
the concrete element was disabled in order to overcome convergence problems. 
TABLE 2 
Steel and concrete material properties 
Beam A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 El 
d l Slab crushing 
     
e offai ure Mo Stud failure  
Concrete slab cylinder strength /mm 26.9 18.3 20.1 24.8 23.7 32.7 
Push-out tests concrete cube strength (102 39 3 37 9 25 2 35 9 35 5* 42 1 
mm) M2) . . . I . . . 
Young's modulus: webbange (N/mm2) 
206815 197550 197550 199095 214530 202185 
205270 203725 208355 206815 206815 208355 
Yield stress: web/, lange (N/mm2) 
243 307 309 295 267 296 
233 256 257 235 240 249 
Ultimate stress: web/flange (N/mm2) 
424 451 443 451 466 460 
417 454 443 451 423 465 
(Strain at strain hardening) / (Yield strain): 7.6 /4.9 1.0 /1 0 1.0 /1 8 1 0/1.0 1.5 / 1.7 1.0 / 2.2 
web/ an e . . . 
This value was assumed to be equal to the one of beam Al - Chapman & 
Balakrishnan (1964) 
The concrete slab compressive strength was taken as the actual cylinder strength test 
values (Table 2). The tensile strength and the Poisson's ratio of the concrete were 
assumed as 1/10 of its compressive strength and 0.2. The concrete elastic modulus 
was evaluated according to Eurocode 4 (1992), i. e.: 
1/2 
EE = 9500(fß +8)1/'(24) (2) 
where: y, is equal to 24 kN/m3. Uniformly spaced shear connectors were adopted. The 
actual load-slip curves for the headed studs, obtained from the push-off tests, were 
used in the analyses, as well as the actual number/spacing used for the experimental 
tests (Table 1). 
Based on the composite section strength of the concrete slab, steel components and 
shear connectors the level of shear connection (q) could be determined. This value is 
defined as the ratio between the shear connection capacity and the weakest element 
capacity (concrete slab or steel beam). Table 3 summarises the level of shear 
connection for all the composite beams, considering three different approaches. The 
first used the nominal values presented by Chapman & Balakrishnan (1964) for the 
stud strength and steel yield stress. In the second and third approaches, the material 
properties were taken as the actual measured values (Tables 1 and 2), while the level 
of shear connection was calculated according to Eurocode 4 (1992) and NBR8800 
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(1986), respectively. The nominal stud strengths according to Eurocode 4 (Eqn. 3) 
and NBR8800 (Eqn. 4) are: 
0.29d 2 (ff Ecm )1"2 
2 (27d 4n s 0.8f. 
0.39d2(. fckEcm)1/2 
and q s fY 
2 
4 
(3) and (4) 
Considerable differences in shear connection levels (according to the three 
approaches) were noticed. 
TABLE 3 
Level of shear connection of the composite beams (%) 
Beams A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 El 
Nominal values 238 213 175 138 101 313 
Measured Eurocode 4 186 113 99 95 69 100 
values NBR8800 252 153 133 128 93 135 
Finite Element Results 
In order to validate the model and verify its accuracy, load versus midspan deflection 
curves from the FE analyses will be compared to the Chapman & Balakrishnan tests. 
Additional comparisons to the analytical models by Gasttesco (1999) and Pi et al. 
(2004), and to the numerical model using ABAQUS (1994) by El-Lobody & Lam 
(2003) for the composite beam El will be performed. The main focus of discussion is 
centred on: distribution of stud forces along the beam lengths and absolute force 
carried by the shear studs for five different connector spacings (for a fixed diameter 
and length). 
A multilinear isotropic hardening (MISO) rule was used for the solid element to 
represent the concrete behaviour. Two limits were established to define the FE 
ultimate loads: a lower (full triangle) and an upper (full square) bounds, 
corresponding to concrete compressive strains of 0.2%, and 0.35%. These two limits 
define an interval where the composite beam collapse load is located. A third limit 
(full circle) condition can also be reached when the first stud of the composite beam 
reaches the stud ultimate load obtained, for each beam, from the push-out tests 
(Chapman & Balakrishnan). Figures 3 to 8 depict comparisons between the FE model 
results and Chapman & Balakrishnan tests. In beam A5, the numerical analysis was 
terminated by ANSYS due to convergence problems. Good agreement was reached 
between the tests and the numerical results. Based on the load versus midspan 
deflection curves, it can be observed that the FE analyses provided slightly stiffer 
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The stud force distribution graphs (Figures 6 to 8) are plotted relating force ratio to 
position. A third curve was plotted related to the closest point to the experimental 
ultimate load, in the load-deflection curve. This curve was only plotted when this 
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Absolute Force Carried by the Shear Studs for Five Different Numbers of 
Connectors 
Figure 9 presents the absolute force carried by the shear studs (Fconnector) for five 
different numbers of connectors in the composite beam, having the same diameter and 
overall length (Beams A2 to A6). The results are shown for the two boundary 
conditions: lower and upper bounds. It is well-known that increasing the number of 
studs in a composite beam the force per connector decreases. This behaviour can be 
visualised in Figure 9, with the exception of the beam A2, where a slight increase in 
the stud forces occurred when compared to the beam A3. 
170 
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Figure 9: Stud force versus number of studs - Beams A2 to A6 (lower and upper bounds) 
Note: Beam A6 does not have an upper bound (Figure 5). 
Table 4 presents the ultimate loads for all the studied composite beams. This load is 
expressed in terms of the test results and both lower and upper bound limits (FE 
analysis). This table also presents the ratio between the numerical and test results for 
each limit point and their associated dispersion values. 
TABLE 4 
Ultimate load results for the experimental and numerical analyses 
Beam PeC Pr, e (0.2%) PUB(0.35%) AI =PLB/PP A2 =PýýB/Pe. r %A= (d2- AI)xI00 
A2 448 431 468 0.96 1.04 8 
A3 449 426 445 0.95 0.99 4 
A4 523-- -+-- 444 - 469 
+-- 
0.85-_ý ------- -------------------- 5 
AS 468 
" 
448 467 0.96 
- 
1.00 4 
A6 430 435 (444 ) -±1.01 (1 03 
) 
- - 
El 513 518 540 
_ 
1.01 1.05 t- 4 
Pe, cp, PLB and P18 are the test collapse load, lower and upper bound loads, respectively (kN); ' The strength of the concrete used in the push-out test was much less than the concrete 
strength of the composite beam; " ANSYS analysis terminated; "' Stud failure. 
Comments on Other Similar Studies 
Gattesco (1999) presented an analytical procedure for the investigation of composite 
beams, in which the nonlinear behaviour of all materials was considered. An 
empirical nonlinear load-slip relationship was used to represent the shear connectors. 
The parametric analysis demonstrated that the numerical programme was able to 
model full and partial shear connection. El-Lobody and Lam (2003) used the 
ABAQUS FEM software to undertake a numerical analysis of composite girders with 
solid and precast hollow core slabs. Both models included the material nonlinearities, 
as well as the stud nonlinear load-slip characteristics. Partial interaction between the 
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steel and concrete components was also incorporated in the total Lagrangian finite 
element model formulated by Pi et al. (2004). The model is able to perform a second 
order analysis of composite members, including all the geometric and material 
nonlinearities and the slip at the steel-concrete interface due to a flexible shear 
connection. The model was validated by comparisons against simply supported and 
continuous composite beams tests. 
In Figure 10 the load-midspan deflection curves obtained from the analytical models 
and from the ABAQUS model for the composite beam E1 are compared to the present 
study results. Good agreement among the curves was obtained, with the present model 
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Figure 10: Load versus midspan deflection - Other similar studies (Beam E 1) 
CONCLUSIONS 
The 3D finite element model presented in this paper has proved to be effective in 
terms of predicting the full load-range response of composite beams. The model is 
able to predict the load deflection behaviour, longitudinal slip at the steel-concrete 
interface, shear force carried by the studs and the mode of failure. It is also able to 
model beams with either full or partial shear connection. Comparisons between the 
experimental results and those obtained from the finite element analyses indicate that 
the present model can be used to perform extensive parametric studies. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a nonlinear three-dimensional finite element model for composite 
beams subjected to uniformly distributed loads based on the use of the ANSYS 
software. The model allows for any pattern of shear connectors. In this paper, two 
alternatives for the distribution of shear connectors are considered: the conventional 
uniform arrangement and a triangular spacing scheme where the stud distribution 
follows the nominal elastic shear diagram. The finite element model is able to predict 
the full flexural response of the composite beams, including the load-deflection 
behaviour and associated failure modes for either slab crushing or stud failure. The 
accuracy and reliability of the model are demonstrated by comparisons with 
experiments and with alternative numerical analyses. 
The paper also discusses in detail several of the numerical modelling issues related 
to potential convergence problems, loading strategies and computer efficiency. 
Finally, the results of an extensive parametric analysis using the calibrated finite 
element model are presented. This parametric study concentrates on the influence of 
variations in the concrete and steel material properties on the structural behaviour of 
uniformly loaded composite beams. 
Keywords: composite beams, finite element method, uniformly distributed load, 
parametric analysis, load-deflection behaviour, shear connectors. 
1 Introduction 
One of the most common composite arrangements is the composite beam, in which a 
steel beam interacts with the concrete slab it supports by means of shear connectors. 
Structural design using composite beams can provide significant economy through 
reduced material, smaller floor depths and faster construction. Moreover, this system 
is well accepted in terms of the stiffness and strength improvements that can be 
achieved when compared to a non-composite solution using similar components. 
The design of multi-storey buildings utilising composite floors often involves solid 
slabs subjected to uniformly distributed loads. Although very common in practice, the 
numerical modelling of the composite beam's response under these loads is not a 
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straightforward process, particularly when all the material nonlinearities are taken into 
account. 
It is generally accepted nowadays that physical tests require a great amount of time 
and can be very expensive. On the other hand, the Finite Element Method has 
become, in recent years, a powerful and useful tool for the analysis of a wide range of 
engineering problems. The present investigation focuses on the modelling of 
composite beams subjected to uniformly distributed loads based on the use of the 
ANSYS software. A three-dimensional model is proposed and compared with test and 
with numerical data available in the literature. The material nonlinearities for all the 
composite beam components, as well as the nonlinear load-slip characteristics of the 
headed shear connectors, are also considered. 
2 3D Finite Element Modelling of Composite Beams 
2.1 Experimental test data 
The 3D model, using ANSYS version 7.0 [1], was based on the Chapman and 
Balakrishnan tests [2]. The beams spanned 5490 mm with an I-shaped steel member 
305 mm deep (12" X 6" X 44 lb/ft BSB) and a concrete slab 152 mm thick X 1220 
mm wide. The number of studs, steel and concrete strengths varied with each test. The 
slab was longitudinally reinforced with four top and four bottom 8 mm bars. The 
transverse reinforcement incorporated top and bottom bars of 12.7 mm @ 152 mm 
centres and 12.7 mm @ 305 mm centres, respectively. A full description of these 
beams is presented in Figure 1 and Table 1. 
Beams UI, U3 and U4 will be simulated using ANSYS. These beams were 
designed to study their behaviour under the action of uniformly distributed loads. All 
the beams investigated had 102 x 19 mm headed studs. Beams U1 and U3 utilised 56 
studs with a 216 mm uniform spacing with their failure being associated with slab 
crushing. Beam U4 adopted 32 studs with a triangular spacing (following the elastic 
shear force diagram) and resulted in a stud failure. 
According to Chapman and Balakrishnan [2], during the course of the beam U1 
test, a negative moment was inadvertently applied to the beam whilst adjusting the 
loading system, cracking the slab at midspan. Despite this fact, the subsequent 
performance of the beam did not appear to have been affected. Nevertheless, another 
beam with the same characteristics was tested (U3). 
Any finite element model which deals with complex nonlinear structural response 
must have its accuracy calibrated against experimental data to ensure the validity of 
the numerical model. The numerical results obtained in this study will be compared 
with the experimental data obtained by Chapman and Balakrishnan [2] and with the 
independent numerical studies by El-Lobody and Lam [3] and Gattesco [4]. 
2.2 Finite Element Model 
Elasto-plastic shell (SHELL43) and solid (SOLID65) elements were used to model 
the steel section and the concrete slab, while nonlinear spring elements (COMB1N39) 
represented the shear connectors. Both longitudinal and transverse reinforcing bars 
were modelled as smeared throughout the solid finite elements. As symmetry was 
taken into account, only one half of the beam span was considered. The number of 
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elements used in each model depended on the composite beam analysed (Table 1). A 
typical finite element (FE) mesh for the composite beam is shown in Figure 2. 
The values measured in the experimental programme [2] for the material properties 
of the steel and concrete (Table 1) were used in the finite element analyses. The load- 
slip curves of the headed studs were obtained from the push-off tests [2] and their 
actual number and spacing were those adopted in the tests (Table 1). More details 
related to the model, e. g. the work-hardening behaviour and the yield criterion 
assumed for the steel and concrete materials, can be found in Queiroz et al. [5]. 
Beam U1 U3 U4 
Cylinder strength of the concrete slab 
(N/mm2) 
26.3 29.6 33.8 
Young's modulus web/flange (kN/mm2) 200.6 / 205.3 203.7 / 202.2 
205.3 / 
208.4 
Yield stress (web/flange) (7V/mm) 286 / 259 234 / 235 301 / 269 
Ultimate stress (web/flange) (N/mm) 519 / 509 421 / 426 478 / 469 
Strain at strain hardening (web/flange) 
Yield strain 
4.3/1.0 8.2/5.2 1.0/1.5 
Number of SHELL43 elements 130 130 260 
Number of SOLID65 elements 104 104 208 
Number of COMBIN39 elements 28 28 14 
Total number offinite elements 262 262 482 
Table 1: Material properties for the steel and concrete slab and model data 
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Figure 1: Simply supported beams layout. Figure 2: Typical composite beam 
FE mesh. 
The uniformly distributed load was represented by means of point loads applied at 
all mid-section concrete nodes. These concentrated loads were applied to the model 
incrementally using the load control strategy, and the L2-norm (square root sum of the 
squares) of forces convergence criterion was used. To overcome convergence 
problems, the tolerance associated with this convergence criterion and the load step 
increment were varied. Whenever the solution did not converge for the set of 
parameters considered, as far as load step size and converge criterion are concerned, 
the command RESTART [1] was used. ANSYS allows two different types of restarts: 
the single-frame restart and the multi-frame restart, which can be used for static or full 
transient structural analyses. The single-frame restart only allows the user to resume a 
job at the point it stopped. The multi-frame restart can resume a job at any point in the 
analysis for which information is saved. This capability enables multiple model 
analyses, presenting more options for data retrieval after an undesired aborted 
solution. The second approach was used throughout the present analyses. 
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It is well-known that the load control method is less efficient than the displacement 
control method, for nonlinear problems. For the type and size of the finite element 
problem studied in this work, the load control method demanded, on average, 40% 
more disk space and took 140% longer when compared to displacement control 
solutions. 
Preliminary attempts to overcome the convergence problems arising from the use 
of the load control method included the specification of different types of equation 
solvers. The best approach in terms of numerical performance was the option in which 
the software ANSYS selects a solver based on the physics of the problem. The use of 
the arc-length method was also tested but was not the best option for this particular 
type of analysis. 
2.3 Finite Element Results 
In order to validate the model and verify its accuracy, load versus midspan deflection 
curves of all composite beams obtained from the FE analyses will be compared with 
the Chapman and Balakrishnan tests. Additional comparisons with the numerical 
model of El-Lobody and Lam [3] and with the analytical model of Gasttesco [4] for 
the composite beam U4 will be performed. 
A multilinear isotropic hardening rule [1] was used for the solid element to 
represent the concrete behaviour. Two limits were established to define the FE 
ultimate loads: a lower (full triangle) and an upper (full square) bounds, 
corresponding to concrete compressive strains of 0.2%, and 0.35%, respectively. 
These two limits define an interval within which the composite beam collapse load is 
located. A third limit condition (full circle) can also be attained when the composite 
beam's most heavily loaded stud reaches its ultimate load, as defined from the 
appropriate push-out test [2]. 
Good agreement was obtained between the experimental work [2] and the finite 
elements results, Figures 2 to 4, with the model being able to accurately predict the 
experimental failure mode for every investigated beam (U1, U3 and U4). Based on 
the load versus midspan deflection curves, it can be generally observed that the finite 
element analyses provided a slightly more flexible solution. 
El-Lobody and Lam [3] used the finite element software ABAQUS [6] to perform 
numerical analyses of composite girders with either solid slabs or precast hollow core 
slabs. In both models the material nonlinearity of all components was considered, as 
well as the nonlinear and load-slip characteristics of the headed stud connectors. 
Gattesco [4] proposed an analytical procedure for the analysis of composite beams, in 
which the nonlinear behaviour of concrete, steel and shear connectors was taken into 
account. For the shear connectors an empirical nonlinear load-slip relationship was 
utilised. The results obtained from a parametric analysis [4] demonstrated that the 
numerical program was able to deal with either full or partial shear connection. The 
analytical model also allowed consideration of bonding at the steel-concrete interface. 
In Figure 5 load versus midspan deflection curves obtained from these other 
numerical studies for the composite beam U4 are compared with the present finite 
element model. It can be noticed that the proposed model is slightly more flexible 
than the other results. Moreover, it is possible to observe that the results obtained 
using the package ABAQUS also provided a more flexible model than the 
experiments. In order to investigate possible reasons for theses differences between 
numerical and test results, a sensitivity study of behaviour to small variations in key 
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Figure 5: Other similar studies - Load versus midspan 
deflection curves - Beam U4 
Table 2 summarizes the composite beam results in terms of ultimate loads. This 
load is expressed in terms of the test results [2] and of both lower and upper bound 
points (obtained from the finite element analyses) for each composite beam. The ratio 
between the numerical and test results for each limit point and the dispersion between 
these two values are also presented. 




A'=PLW Pezp &z=PuW Pei 
p °%A (AZ- A1)xIO 
UI 191 162 171 0.85 0.90 5 
U3 185 154 169 0.83 0.91 8 
U4 176 165 - 0.94 - - 
Notes: PC, =experimental ultimate load (kN/m); PLB =Lower bound ultimate load (kN/m); 
PUB =Upper bound ultimate load (kN/m); * Stud failure, so bounds not applicable. 
Table 2: Ultimate load results for the experimental and numerical analyses 
3 Parametric Analysis 
The aim of the analysis is to investigate the influence of variations in the concrete and 
steel material properties on the structural behaviour of composite beams under 
uniformly distributed loads. The first part of the analysis concerns beam U3, being 
followed by an extension of the investigation to beams UI and U4. 
3.1 Study of Beam U3 
Beam U3 was used to identify the most significant material properties influencing the 
overall behaviour of composite beams subjected to uniformly distributed loads. Load 
versus midspan deflection graphs are presented to illustrate the findings. The material 
properties studied were: a) steel: web and flanges yield stresses (fy) and ratio between 
the strain at strain hardening and the yield strain; b) concrete: compressive strength 
(I; ); 
As shown in Figure 3, the initial stiffness obtained in the numerical analysis is very 
close to its experimental counterpart and the experimental and numerical curves only 
started to diverge as the composite beam entered the plastic range. Moreover, the steel 
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ultimate stresses do not seem to have influenced the shape of the curves. Therefore, 
Young's modulus of the steel and the steel ultimate stresses of the web and flanges 
were not varied in the parametric study. 
The web and flanges yield stresses considered in the parametric analysis were the 
highest values of these properties among all Chapman's beams analysed in this work. 
The web and flange ratios between the strain at strain hardening and the yield strain 
were considered as being the mean value of all these beams. In order to study the 
influence of the concrete strength, an upper limit value (increased strength) was taken 
equal to the concrete strength of beam El obtained from reference [2]. A lower limit 
value (decreased strength) was considered as being the mean value of all Chapman's 
beams. 
The proposed parametric study for beam U3 is summarised in Tables 3 and 4. The 
assumed material properties are shown in Table 3, while Table 4 presents all fourteen 
combinations considered in the parametric analysis. The first case corresponds to the 
standard solution already presented in Figure 3. 
The results obtained for all cases are summarised in Tables 5 and 6, in which the 
following parameters are listed for each analysis: 
" Lower and upper bound points, considering the ultimate load F (Mm) and the 
associated midspan deflection MD (mm); 
" Reference value (RV), representing one alternative to estimate the accuracy of 
the numerical curve when compared with the tests. This value is the root mean 
square (RMS) of the differences between the numerical (FN) and experimental 
(Fe) applied force results for an adequate number (n) of equally spaced 
midspan displacement values. 
Buntinas and Funk [7] stated that, in error analysis in general, the RMS of the 
random sampling errors is generally used. The mean of the absolute values (MA) 
would be another alternative to RV, but the MA is difficult to deal with theoretically 
because the absolute value function is not differentiable at zero. Moreover, the RMS 
is a more conservative measure of the typical size of the random sampling errors in 








" Boundary limit interval (BLI): straight distance between the lower and upper 
points. This value is important to access the data results dispersion; 
BLI= (F8 -FLB)2 +(Du, 6 -DLB)2 (2) 
Where: FUB: Total applied force (kN/m) corresponded to the upper bound point; 
Fj: Total applied force (kN/m) corresponded to the lower bound point; 
DUB: Midspan displacement (mm) corresponded to the upper bound point; 
DLB: Midspan displacement (mm) corresponded to the lower bound point. 
" Ratio between the numerical and experimental results for the ultimate load, 
evaluated at both lower and upper bound points. 
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The next items concern a more detailed analysis of the results presented in Tables 5 
and 6 for Beam U3. The influence of the following key structural parameters on the 
overall behaviour of the composite beams will be discussed: slab concrete strength, 
yield stresses of the flange and web, and ratio of strains at strain hardening and at 
yield. 
Property Case Beam U1 Beam U3 Beam U4 
Concrete CO 26.3 29.6 33.8 
strength C+ 32.7 E1 32.7 --- 
(N/mm2) C' 20.1 A4 26.0 29.6 (U3) 
Web fy W° 286 234 301 
(N/mm? ) W+ 377 309 363 
Web Ratio WR° 4.3 8.2 1.0 
EAIC WR" ---- 2.2 -- 
Flange )f F° 259 235 269 
(N/mm) F+ ---- 269 ---- 
Flange Ratio FR° 1.0 5.2 1.5 
65, /e FR" --- 2.2 -- 
Notes: (o): The standard case related to the properties of the tested beam U3 [2]; 
(+): Symbol corresponded to an increase in the associated property; 
(-): Symbol corresponded to a decrease in the associated property; 
C: Slab concrete strength; W: web yield stress; F: flange yield stress; 
WR (FR): web (flange) ratio between the strain at strain hardening and yield strain; 
ssh : strain at strain hardening; c: yield strain; 
0 Obtained from the Chapman and Balakrishnan experimental test [2]. 
Table 3: Material properties for the steel and concrete slab (Beams U1, U3 and U4) 
Beam Case Concrete f Web f Web Ratio Flange f Flange Ratio 
I CO W° WR° F° FR° 
UI 2 CO w+ WR° F° FR° 
3 C WR° F° FR° 
4 C WR° F° FR° 
1 CO W° WR° F° FR° 
2 co W° WR° F FR° 
3 CO WR° F° FR° 
4 CO WR° F FR° 
5 C W° WR° P FR° 
6 C WO WRO FR° 
U3 7 C WR° F° FR° 
8 C WR° F FR° 
9 C W° WR° F° FR° 
10 C' WO WRO 7- FR! ' 
11 C WR° F° FR° 
12 C WR° F FR° 
13 CO WO WR' F° FR° 
14 CO W° WR° F° FR" 
I CO W° WR° F° FR° 
U4 2 CO WR° F° FR° 
3 C WR° F° FR° 
Note: Notation according to Table 3. 
Table 4: Parametric analysis - Detailed description (Beams U 1, U3 and U4) 
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Ref. Value Lower Bound 
Upper Bound 
Beam Case (RV) MD F MD F 
(mm) kN/m (mm) (kN/m) 
1 std. 14.855 78.4 161.7 109.3 170.5 
2 7.073 70.5 170.5 104.0 180.7 U1 
3 5.499 86.5 183.6 
4 14.209(-) 57.0 ) 155.9 87.9 164.7 ) 
1 (std. ) 15.881 106.5 154.1 179.2 168.9 
2 9.337 101.3 161.7 165.3 174.9 
3 6.934 87.2 161.7 131.2 171.9 
4 6.796 82.5 167.6 118.8 177.8 
5 15.596(-) 135.0 160.3 
6 8.420 115.6 166.1 
7 5.970 104.7(-) 167.6 152.2 177.8 U3 
8 7.975( 97.4 174.9 141.7 185.1( 
9 18.633 76.8 142.8 121.3 154.5( 
10 12.487 76.4 150.1 111.2 160.3 
11 9.231 72.4 153.0(- 109.3 163.2 
12 6.448 69.4 158.8 103.7 169.0(-) 
13 14.044(-) 104.2(-) 155.9(-) 156.3 167.6(-) 
14 14.126(-) 104.9(. ) 155.9 (-) 159.4 167.6 - 
1 10.982 
U4 2 5.702 
3 6.157 134.2 169.0 
Notes: 
(T) Parameter increased when compared with the associated standard value; 
(. ) Parameter decreased when compared with the associated standard value; 
(-) Parameter remained almost constant when compared with the associated 
standard value. 
Table 5: Results of the parametric analysis - Part I 











I (std. ) 32.1 0.85 0.90 ---- 
2 35.0(-) 0.90 0.95 -- -- U1 3 0.96 110.8 192.2 
4 32.1(-) 0.82 0.86 --- ------ 
1std. 74.3 0.83 0.91 
2 65.3 0.87 0.95 ----- 
3 45.2 0.87 0.93 ----- 
4 37.6 0.91 T 0.96 ----- ---- 
5 0.87 202.8 173.5 
6 0.90 171.5 177.8 
U3 7 48.6 0.91 
T 0.96 ---- 
8 45.4 0.95 T 1.00 141.7 185.1 
9 46.0 0.77 0.84 ------ ------ 
10 36.2 0.81 0.87 ----- 
11 38.3 0.83(-) 0.88 -- 
12 35.8 0.86 0.91(-) --- 
13 53.4 0.84(-) 0.91(-) ------ 
14 55.7 0.84(-) 0.91 (. ) - 
0.94 141.7 1647- 
U4 2 0.96 140.0 - 169.0 
3 
Note: Notation according to Table 5; (*) Stud failure/ Test values. 
Table 6: Results of the parametric analysis - Part II 
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3.1.1 Influence of the Slab Concrete Strength 
In order to investigate the influence of the slab concrete strength on the overall 
behaviour of the composite beams, twelve finite element analyses were performed 
according to Tables 3 and 4. In Table 7 the case numbers are listed according to the 
associated material properties of the composite beam. 
c+ Co c 
F°W° 5 1 9 
F`W° 6 2 10 
F°W+ 7 3 11 
F+W+ 8 4 12 
Table 7: Case numbers - Influence of concrete slab 
For each row of Table 7, a load versus midspan deflection graph is plotted (Figures 
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Figure 8: Load versus midspan deflection curves - Case F°W+ 
Based on these curves and on the results presented in Tables 5 and 6, it can be 
observed that the case closest to the experimental curve is the one in which the 
standard flange yield stress (F°) and increased web yield stress (W+) is considered 
(Figure 8; case numbers 3,7 and 11). Among the curves associated with this case, the 
one in which the slab concrete strength is increased (C+) resulted in the most accurate 
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Figure 9: Load versus midspan deflection curves - Case F+W 
Moreover, it can also be noticed that, for a fixed combination of yield stresses for 
the flanges and web (i. e., for each row of Table 7), increasing the concrete strength: 
" the lower and upper bounds increase in terms of both the ultimate load and the 
associated deflection. In some cases, the failure mode of the composite beam 
can change. For instance, in case number 6 (F+W°C+ - Figure 7), a limit point 
related to stud failure was detected by the numerical analysis; 
" the dispersion between the lower and upper bounds (measured by the 
boundary limit interval) increases; 
" the corresponding load-deflection curve becomes stiffer, but this effect is not 
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3.1.2 Influence of the Yield Stress of the Flanges and Web 
In order to investigate the influence of the yield stress of the flanges and web on the 
overall behaviour of the composite beams, the same twelve finite element analyses 
previously discussed in item 3.1.1 can be used. In Table 8 (transposed form of Table 
7) the case numbers are listed according to the associated material properties of the 
composite beam. 
F°W° F+W° F°W+ F+W+ 
Co 1 2 3 4 
C+ 5 6 7 8 
C- 9 10 I1 12 
Table 8: Case numbers - Influence of the yield stress 
For each row of Table 8, a load versus midspan deflection graph is plotted (Figures 
10 to 12). It can be observed that, for a fixed slab concrete strength (i. e., for each row 
of Table 8): 
increasing either the yield stress of the flanges or of the web, the lower and 
upper bounds increase in terms of the ultimate load. However, the dispersion 
between these limit points (measured by the boundary limit interval) did not 
vary significantly; 
increasing either the yield stress of the flanges or of the web, the 
corresponding load-deflection curve becomes stiffer. For the range of material 
properties considered in the parametric analysis, the change in the load- 
deflection curve was more significant for the cases in which the web yield 
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Figure 10: Load versus midspan deflection curves - Case C° 
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Figure 11: Load versus midspan deflection curves - Case C' 
3.1.3 Influence of the Ratio of Strains at Strain Hardening and at Yield 
In order to investigate the influence of the web and flange ratios between the strain at 
strain hardening and the yield strain on the overall behaviour of the composite beams, 
three finite element simulations (case numbers 1,13 and 14) were performed (Tables 
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Figure 12: Load versus midspan deflection curves - Case C- 
Case number 13 analyses the influence of the web ratio and case number 14 the 
influence of the flange ratio (Table 9). Figure 13 shows the influence of the web and 
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Figure 13: Load versus midspan deflection curves - Influence of 
steel ratios 
Based on Figure 13 and Tables 5 and 6, it can be observed that, for the range of 
values considered, the steel ratio between the strain at strain hardening and the yield 
strain did not significantly affect the overall response of the composite beam. 
3.2 Study of Beams U1 and U4 
It was previously concluded in item 3.1 that, for the range of material properties 
considered in the parametric analysis, the cases closest to the experimental result were 
numbers 3,7 and 11 (Tables 5 and 6). In these analyses, the yield stress of the web 
was increased according to Table 3. Additionally, the standard values for the yield 
stress of the flanges were adopted. Beams UI and U4 will also be investigated for the 
case in which the yield stress of the web is increased and the concrete strength is 
varied. 
Similar to beam U3, Young's modulus of the steel and the steel ultimate stresses of 
the web and flanges were not varied in the parametric study. Similarly, the flange 
yield stress and the web and flange ratios between the strain at strain hardening and 
the yield strain were not varied. Therefore, beams UI and U4 used the standard values 
(Table 3). 
Regarding beam Ul, the increased yield stress of the web was calculated 
considering a percentile increase related to the standard value similar to the percentile 
increase used in beam U3. As far as the concrete strength is concerned, the upper limit 
value (increased strength) was taken equal to the concrete strength of beam E1 and the 
lower limit value (decreased strength) was considered equal to the strength of beam 
A4 [2]. 
The proposed parametric study for beam U1 is summarised in Table 4, in which all 
four combinations considered are presented. The assumed material properties for the 
steel and concrete are shown in Table 3. Case 1 corresponds to the standard case 
already presented in Figure 2. The results obtained for all cases are summarised in 
Tables 5 and 6. 
Regarding beam U4, the increased yield stress of the web was calculated 
considering a percentile increase related to the standard value similar to the percentile 
increase used in beam U3. As far as the concrete strength is concerned, the lower limit 
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value (decreased strength) was considered equal to the strength of beam U3. In this 
particular case, an upper limit value (increased strength) for the concrete was not 
considered since this value would be out of the range of concrete strengths measured 
in the experimental tests [2]. 
The resulting parametric study for beam U4 is summarised in Table 4, in which all 
three combinations considered are presented. The assumed material properties for the 
steel and concrete are shown in Table 3. Case I corresponds to the standard case 
already presented in Figure 4. The results obtained for all cases are summarised in 
Tables 5 and 6. 
Figures 14 and 15 depict the load-deflection curves for beams UI and U4, 
respectively. The influence of the concrete strength and the web yield stress on the 
overall behaviour of these composite beams may be observed. Based on these graphs, 
it can be noticed that, increasing the concrete strength: 
" the lower and upper bounds increase in terms of both ultimate load and the 
associated deflection. In some cases, the mode failure of the composite beam 
can change. For instance, for beam UI, case number 3 (F°W C+ - Figure 14), a 
limit point related to stud failure was detected by the numerical analysis; 
" the corresponding load-deflection curve becomes stiffer, mainly for the beam 
UI case. 
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Figure 14: Load versus midspan deflection curves - Beam U1, Case F°W 
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Figure 15: Load versus midspan deflection curves - Beam U4, Case F°W 
Based on the outcomes of the parametric analysis, it can be concluded that the key 
structural parameter to the definition of the overall shape of the load-deflection curve 
of the composite beams analysed is the web yield stress. An increase in this property 
makes the curve become stiffer. In addition, the failure mode of the composite beam 
can be influenced by the concrete strength, as observed for Beams U1 and U3. 
4 Conclusions 
Solid slabs subjected to uniformly distributed loads are very common in multi-storey 
buildings utilising composite floors. In order to investigate the behaviour of steel- 
concrete composite beams subjected to uniformly distributed loads, a nonlinear three- 
dimensional finite element model was developed based on the use of the commercial 
software ANSYS. The model allows for any pattern of shear connectors and is also 
able to analyse beams with either full or partial shear connection. Moreover, the 
material nonlinearities for all the composite beam components, as well as the 
nonlinear load-slip characteristics of the headed shear stud connectors, were 
considered. 
Comparisons with experimental tests and with other numerical studies available in 
the literature indicated that the proposed finite element model is able to predict with 
good accuracy the overall flexural response of the composite beams, including the 
load-deflection behaviour and associated failure modes for either slab crushing or stud 
failure. The results of an extensive parametric analysis using the calibrated finite 
element model were also presented and discussed in detail. This parametric 
investigation concentrated on the influence of small variations in key structural input 
parameters (including concrete and steel material properties) on the structural 
behaviour of uniformly loaded composite beams. 
It was observed that, for a fixed concrete strength, and increasing either the yield 
stress of the flanges or the yield stress of the web, the corresponding load-deflection 
curve becomes stiffer. For the range of material properties considered in the 
parametric analysis, the change in the load-deflection curve was more significant for 
the cases in which the web yield stress was increased. Moreover, it was noticed that, 
for a fixed combination of yield stresses for the flanges and web, and increasing the 
concrete strength, the failure mode of the composite beam can change from slab 
crushing to stud failure. 
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This paper discussed several numerical modelling issues related to convergence 
problems that arise when the concrete material is considered, loading strategies for the 
simulation of distributed loads and a comparison between the load control and the 
displacement control methods in terms of computer efficiency. Aspects related to 
force convergence criterion and multi-frame restart analysis using ANSYS were also 
presented. 
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APPENDIX D 
RESULTS OF THE PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS 
D. 1 PRELIMINARY ('P') AND EXTRA CASES (`E') - TABLES D-P AND D-E 
The following tables correspond to the preliminary investigation which was 
undertaken before the standard parametric analysis and to the extra cases which are 
referred to in Chapter 6. In these tables: 
" n": Number of studs in the hogging moment region; 
" XANsys, parameter: Position of given parameter with reference at the column 
centre [cm]; 
" XANsys (m=o): Position at which the bending moment (M) is zero (reference: 
column centre) [cm]; 
" XANSYS (Mmax): Position at which the bending moment in the sagging moment 
region is maximum (reference: column centre) [cm]; 
" Msupp.: Maximum hogging bending moment [kNcm]; 
" M+max: Maximum sagging bending moment [kNcm]; 
" ßre, nf., max and sre, nt, max: Maximum stress [kN/cm2] and strain in the reinforcing 
bars; 
" UDL: Uniformly distributed load applied [kN/cm]; 
" Rotation: Given in [mrad]; 
" Slipmax and Fmax: Maximum slip [cm] and force [kN] in the studs; 
" (M"max)/( M+max): ratio between the maximum hogging and sagging moments 
in the beam (i. e., parameter a/ß). 
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Preliminary cases: (All related to the situation: d=300 mm, a=0.3, UD=25, L=1050 cm) 
P1 Uses the Ollgaard load-slip curve, level of shear connection ' =n4= 1 
P2 Same as case P1 but usin g the load-slip curve "ANSYS - Alternative curve 2" 
P3 Same as case P1 but usin g the load-slip curve "ANSYS - Alternative curve 3" 
P4 Uses the Ollgaard load-slip curve, level of shear connection n'=n+ = 0.65 
P5 Same as case P4, but usin g the load-slip curve "ANSYS - Final Adopted curve" 
P6 Same as case P5, but usin g the reinforcement of case P1 and assuming 
the number of studs in the hogging region=1 (not 3 as in case P5) 
P7 Same as case P4, but usin ga very rigid load-slip curve ** 
P8 Same as case P1 but usin ga very rigid load-slip curve (simulating a non-deformable stud 
P9 Same as case P1 but usin g the rigid load-slip curve of case P7** 
Extra cases: 
E1 Same as Standard case S4, but using the 
load-slip curve of case P8 * 
(d=300 mm, a=0.6, UD=25, L=1050 cm) 
E2 
Same as Standard case S7, but using the load-slip curve of case P8 * 
(d=300 mm, a=0.3, UD=15, L=630 cm) 
E3 
Same as Standard case S10, but using the load-slip curve of case P8 * 
(d=300 mm, a=0.6, UD=15, L=630 cm) 
* The ultimate strength of the studs and their plastic deformation are not taken into account. 
In the elastic behaviour, only the criteria related to the deformation of the steel beam and to the 
deformation of the reinforcement were considered. So, the criterion related to the stud, in which 
it was assumed the end of the elastic behaviour for F=0.70Fult, was "neglected", as the studs 
behave elastically until the end of the analysis (totally rigid). 
** The ultimate strength of the studs and their plastic deformation are taken into account. 
In the elastic behaviour, the criteria related to the deformation of the steel beam and to the 
deformation of the reinforcement were considered. Regarding the stud criterion, in which it was 
assumed the end of the elastic behaviour for F=0.70Fult, it is now assumed that Felast=128 kN, 
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D. 2 STANDARD ('S') CASES - TABLES D-S 
The following tables correspond to the standard cases of the parametric analysis 
referred to in Chapter 6. In these tables, the same nomenclature discussed in section 
D. 1 is valid. 
Cases: (All related to the situation: d=300 mm, tt=120 mm, a=0.3, UD=25, L=1050 cm; 
load-slip curve: "ANSYS - Final Adopted curve") 
SI: rj =t1 1 
S2: ='=0.65 
S3: _ n4= 0.30 
Cases: (All related to the situation: d=300 mm, tt=120 mm, a=0.6, UD=25, L=1050 cm; 
load-slip curve: "ANSYS - Final Adopted curve") 
S4*: rj =+=1 
S5: "= n` = 0.65 
S6: rj = n' = 0.30 
* ß,,, (_) =41.0 kN/cm2>fy 35.5 kN/cm2 (Not OK! ) and 
Astaal fya if = 804.0 kN > bf t. fy = 569.8 kN (Not OKI) 
Cases: (All related to the situation: d=300 mm, t, =120 mm, a=0.3, UD=15, L=630 cm; 




Cases: (All related to the situation: d=300 mm, tt=120 mm, a=0.6, UD=15, L=630 cm; 
load-slip curve: "ANSYS - Final Adopted curve") 
S10*: _+=1 
511: _ `= 0.65 
S12: " = n* = 0.30 
* =41.0 kN/cm2>fy 35.5 kN/cm2 (Not OKl) and 





Cases: (All related to the situation: d=600mm, t, =150mm, a=0.6, UD=25, L=1850cm ; 




* ßmax(-) =38.1 kN/cm2>fy=35.5 kN/cm2 (Not OKI) and 
Asogi fy, il' = 3216.0 kN > bf tr fy = 2662.5 kN (Not OK! ) 
(All related to the situation: d=600 mm, t, =150 mm, a=0.3, UD=25, L=1850 cm; 
load-slip curve: "ANSYS - Final Adopted curve") 
81 








load-slip curve: "Ansys - Final Adopted curve") 
(All related to the situation: d=600mm, tt=150mm, a=0.6, UD=15, L=1110cm ; 
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D. 3 GENERAL RESULTS 
In this section, graphs rotation vs. level of shear connection and ßm, " vs. level of shear 
connection are presented for the standard cases of the parametric analysis referred to 
in Chapter 6. For the graphs below the following notes are valid (as presented in 
Chapter 6): 
a) Level of shear connection (il) in the x-axis = desired level used as input data in the 
model, i. e.: 
" Level of shear connection in the negative moment region (rf"): resistance of the 
shear connectors divided by the reinforcement strength. 
" Level of shear connection in the positive moment region (rr+): number of 
connectors in this zone divided by the number of studs which would be needed 
to develop the plastic moment of resistance of the composite beam (Mp). 
b) Real values numerically obtained for the level of shear connection (Ti): l, r. 
q reai and rl+rw are obtained for each load-step, where: 
rj j is the maximum force in the rebar divided by the yielded strength of the 
reinforcement; and 
11+m is the number of studs in the sagging moment region divided by the number of 
studs which would be required in the case of full shear connection (level of shear 
connection =1). In this definition, the studs considered are twice the number between 
the sections of zero bending moment and maximum bending moment. 
Note: A better alternative to the definition given above for the level of shear 
connection in the sagging moment region is also adopted (if re (def. 2)), in which it is 
considered that the number of studs in this zone is the total number of connectors in 
the composite beam minus the number of studs which are needed to develop the 
maximum force in the reinforcing bars. 
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c) The coloured points represent the required rotation capacity and the "white" circle 
points are related to the available rotation capacity. 
d) Degree of moment redistribution (ß): 
ß= Mn, ax / Mspan 
Where ßm. corresponds to the situation in which the required rotation is equal to the 
available rotation. 
e) The parameter a is the ratio between the moment capacity at the support (Msupp) 
and the moment capacity in the span (Mspan - taking into account the effect of il): 
a= [(reinforcement yield strength) x (reinforcement area) x (ii) x (lever arm)] / 
Mspan 
areal is the parameter a calculated using the value of the hogging moment read for the 
load step in question. 
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D. 3.1 Graphs of rotation vs. level of shear connection 
a) Steel beam d=300 mm, a=0.3, L/D=25 
" Cases: 
S1: T 11+=1 
S2: if =, q+=0.65 









ß ... ----- .o 
Available 




0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Level of shear connection (%) 
Figure D. 3.1: Cases S 1-S3 
Point A (Tl- = il+ = 1.00): Tl"reap = 1.08 ; Tj+real 
ßm. = 0.92 ; areal 
Point B (if = rl+ = 0.65): rj reap = 1.04 ; tl+real 
ßm. = 0.91 ; areal 
Point C (if = il+ = 0.30): if al = 0.85 ; i+real 
ßmax = 0.65 ; areal 
1.00 ; rl+real (def. 2) = 1.00 ; 
0.33 
: 0.67 ;1 reap (def. 2) = 0.63 ; 
0.37 
: 0.27 ; 71 real (def. 2) = 0.20 ; 
0.37 
Note: The values of rl"real, Tl+real, 1l+real (def: 2) and areal are also valid for other values for 
the parameter ß, as long as they are close to ßn,.. 
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b) Steel beam d=300 mm, a=0.6, L/D=25 
" Cases: 
S4: rj-=rl+= I 
S5:, q-=rj+=0.65 





A ". 9p 
60 
-0.85 
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Level of shear connection (%) 
Figure D. 3.2: Cases S4-S6 
Point A (i" 
Point B (if 




1.00): lfreai = 1.08 ; Tl+real 
0 
max=0.96 
0.65): 1-reap = 1.00 ; rl+reaý 
ßmax = 0.83 ; arm 
0.30): reap = 0.57 
ßmß = 0.70 ; OLreal 
= 1.00 ; Tl+real (def 2) = 0.97 ; 
0.67 
= 0.67 ; 11+real (def. 2) = 0.60 ; 
0.71 
= 0.27 ; +real (def. 2) = 0.20 ; 
0.50 
Note: The values of rl-reai, '1+rea1, Tl+reai (def.. 2) and areal are also valid for other values for 
the parameter ß, as long as they are close to ßmß. 
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c) Steel beam d=300 mm, a=0.3, L/D=15 
" Cases: 
S7: if = rj+ =I 
S8: rj"=rl+=0.65 





E 50 ß=O. 90 
40 _y t R=0.85 
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Level of shear connection (%) 
Figure D. 3.3: Cases S7-S9 
Point A (i" = il+ = 1.00): 1-real = 1.08 ; tl+real = 1.00 ; l+real (def.: 2) = 1.00 ; 
ßm. =0.96; arm = 0.35 
Point B (11" =11+ = 0.65): ti-real = 1.05 ; '9+real = 0.67 ; f+real (def. 2) = 0.63 ; 
ßma, =0.96area=0.38 
Point C (if = rl+ = 0.30): 1 "real = 0.87 ; 1+reai = 0.27 ; Tl+real (def. 2) = 0.20 ; 
Pma=0.80; ccm =0.38 
Note: The values of 11-real, T1+rea1,11+reei (def. 2) and area] are also valid for other values for 
the parameter ß, as long as they are close to ßm.. 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Level of shear connection (%) 
Figure D. 3.4: Cases S 10-S 12 
Point A (if = ii = 1.00): ij real = 1.08 ; ll+real = 1.00 ; ii real (def. 2) = 0.97 ; 
0 =0.98afew=0.69 
Point B (rj- = rj+ = 0.65): ii real = 1.02 ; tl+real = 0.67 ; ll+real (def 2) = 0.60 ; 
ß. a,, = 0.91 ; areas = 0.73 
Point C (ii = il+ = 0.30): TI-real = 0.58 ;1 rea = 0.27 ; 11 real (def. 2) = 0.20 ; 
0.. m=0.81; area=0.50 
Note: The values of rl"real, 1+real, T1+real (aer. 2) and areal are also valid for other values for 
the parameter ß, as long as they are close to ßm.. 
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e) Steel beam d=600 mm, o0.3, L/D=25 
" Cases: 
S13: if =-9+=1 
S14: r1-=71+=0.65 










Point A (11' = tq+ = 1.00): 1'reai 
ßmax 
Point B (rl' = rl+ = 0.65): rl'1e. l 
ßmax 
Point C (Tl" = Tj+ = 0.30): il-real 
ßmax 
Figure D. 3.5: Cases S13-S15 
= 1.08 ; i+reaý 
=0.81; aß= 
= 1.07 ; Tl+real 
= 0.89 ; areas 
= 0.88 ; I1 real 
=0.52; aß= 
= 1.00 ; r1+real (def. 2) = 0.98 ; 
0.35 
0.66 ; 1+real (def. 2) = 0.62 
0.38 







Note: The values of rl"Teal, i1+real, 7l+ real (def 2) and aieal are also valid for other values for 
the parameter ß, as long as they are close to ßmax 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Level of shear connection (%) 
f) Steel beam d=600 mm, a =0.6, L/D=25 
" Cases: 
S16: if=r1+=1 
S 17: if il+ = 0.65 








OA I (3--0.85 
20 O Available 




0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Level of shear connection (%) 
Figure D. 3.6: Cases S 16-S 18 
Point A (n = rj +=1.00): Tl-real = 1.08 ; ll+real = 1.00 ; T1+real (def. 2) = 0.98 
ßmax = 0.93 areal = 0.72 
Point B (i1 = 71+ = 0.65): il-real = 1.00 ; 1+reai = 0.66 ; fl real (def. 2) = 0.59 
ßmß = 0.73 ; aý. ] = 0.72 
Point C (i' _ il+ = 0.30): 1l-real = 0.58 ; +real = 0.31 ; Tj+real (def. 2) = 0.25 ; 
ßmß = 0.54 ; aal = 0.49 
Note: The values of rl"feal, TI+rea1,11+reai (def. 2) and areal are also valid for other values for 
the parameter ß, as long as they are close to ßmß. 
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g) Steel beam d=600 mm, oc=0.3, L/D=15 
" Cases: 
S19: 11-= 11 +=1 
S20: T = rl+ = 0.65 











Level of shear connection (%) 
Figure D. 3.7: Cases S 19-S21 
Point A (i = il+ = 1.00): 1l rea = 1.08 ; r1+real = 1.00 ; 71+real (def. 2) = 0.99 ; 
0ma=0.89; areas=0.30 
Point B (i1 = q+ = 0.65): 'g-real = 1.08 ; rl+reai = 0.66 ; 11 real (def. 2) = 0.62 ; 
l3max = 0.94 ; areal = 0.32 
Point C (1- _ il+ = 0.30): l"reap = 1.00 ; i+reai = 0.31 ; +real (def. 2) = 0.25 , 
(3ma=0.72; aea=0.33 
" P--0.95 
" ß=o. 90 
-"- ß=o. 85 
o Available 
rotation 
Note: The values of 11-real, 71+ real , 11+real (def.. 2) and areal are also valid 
for other values for 
the parameter 13, as long as they are close to ßmß. 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
h) Steel beam d=600 mm, a=0.6, L/D=15 
" Cases: 
S22: if = ii =1 
S23: if = rj+ = 0.65 













40 60 80 100 
Level of shear connection (%) 
Figure D. 3.8: Cases S22-S24 
Point A (if = il +=1.00): t1 reg = 1.08 ; 1j+real = 1.00 ; 11 reap (def. 2) = 
0.98 ; 
P.. = 0.95 areal = 0.57 
Point B (if = il+ = 0.65): TI real = 1.05 ; f+reai = 0.66 ; tl+real (def. 2) = 0.60 ; 
ßm. =0.94; arý, d arý= 0 
Point C (i = ti+ = 0.30): il-rem = 0.71 ; l+ieal = 0.31 ; 1l+real (def. 2) = 
0.25 ; 







Note: The values of ii real, r1+real, 11+real (det: 2) and areal are also valid for other values 
for 
the parameter ß, as long as they are close to ßmß. 
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ýa-0.3, tc-- 15 
0.4 
a=O. 6, w-- 15 
0.2 
0 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Level of shear connection (%) 









0 20 40 60 80 100 
Level of shear connection (%) 
a; =0.3, x--25 
} ar=0.6, i c--25 
a=O. 3, K15 
" a---0.6,15 
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Figure D. 3.10: Cases S 13-S24 (d=600 mm, if = il+, ILL/D) 
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D. 3.3 Detailed information on the required and available rotation capacities 
(Tables D) 
Note: The following data is also obtained in Tables D-S in section D. 2. 
Table D. l : Cases S 1-S3 
Steel beam d=300 mm, a=0.3, L/D=25, if = 
notation 
Required Available 
ß 0.85 0.995 
30 77.96 120.42 27.94 max 0.65 
%q 65 29.46 43.25 77.25 46.34 PMX 0.91 
100 25.84 35.51 59.46 40.31 max 0.92 
Table D. 2: Cases S4-S6 




13 0.85 0.9 0.95 
30 68.52 100.74 - 27.71 max 0.7 
% 65 33.72 58.19 99.62 29.59 Pmax 0.83 
100 19.89 29.7 55.4 66.36 max 0.96 
Table D. 3: Cases S7-S9 
Steel beam d=300 mm, a=0.3, UD=15, = iq 
Rotation 
Require d 
Available ýß 0.85 0.9 0.95 
30 47.46 73.53 - 27.98 max 0.8 %q 65 18.19 25.05 45.26 53.54 omax 0.96 
100 16.9 23.02 35.32 40.18 max 0.96 
Table D. 4: Cases S 10-S 12 
Steel beam d=300 mm, a=0.6, UD=15, -= Tj+ 
Rotation 
Required Available 
0.85 0.9 0.95 
30 40.17 61.51 - 27.59 pm ax 0.81 %n 65 21.09 32.1 50.68 36.62 0.91 
100 13.41 19.22 30.49 55.51 j3m$x 0.98 
Table D. 5: Cases S 13-S 15 
Steel beam d=600 mm, a=0.3, UD=25, -_ 1q+ 













30 39.78 59.53 - 15.38 Pmax 0.52 Case S15 
%q 65 23.29 30.47 56.28 29.53 max 0.89 Case S14 100 21.47 30.06 47.71 18.03 Pmx 0.81 Case S13 
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Table D. 6: Cases S 16-S 18 
Steel beam d=600 mm, a=0.6, UD=25, - =, q+ 
~; Rotation 
Required Available 
0.85 0.9 0.95 
30 42.49 55.84 - 14.72 m 0.54 
%n 65 23.46 34.49 66.06 14.84 Pmax 0.73- 
100 15.77 23.87 39.71 30.17 max 0.93 
Table D. 7: Cases S 19-S21 
Steel beam d=600 mm, a=0.3, UD=15, 
Rotation 
Require d Available 




30 22.34 29.64 16.12 max 0.72 %n 65 14.69 18.63 29.05 25.73 Pmax 0.94 
100 13.59 17.97 27.67 16.78 max 0.89 
Table D. 8: Cases S22-S24 
Steel beam d=600 mm, a=0.6, UD=15, 
Rotation 
Required Available 




30 24.57 42.2 - 14.92 max 0.7 Case S24 
65 13.69 18.35 33.34 27.34 omax 0.94 Case S23 
100 11.14 15.3 23.5 23.5 mx 0.95 Case S22 
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D. 4 SPECIFIC RESULTS 
In this section, the specific results related to the standard cases of the parametric 
analysis referred to in Chapter 6 are presented. For each particular case, the following 
graphs are shown: 
" Load-deflection curves; 
" Diagram of slip along the composite beam length; 
" Distribution of bending moments along the beam length; 
" Deflection shape along the composite beam length and arrangement of shear 
studs. 
In section D. 4.25, graphs of the distribution of studs along the span for all cases are 
shown, including the location of point Ptr (location for which, to its left, the 
reinforcing bars work in tension, and to its right, the concrete slab works in 
compression - section 6.8.2, Chapter 6). 
A discussion regarding these graphs is made in Chapter 6, taken case S2 as an 
example. 
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Figure D. 4.4: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S I) 
00 
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D. 4.2 Case S2 
0.5 
0.4 1 
E quit ::: 









05 10 15 20 25 
Maximum deflection (cm) 
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Figure D. 4.8: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S2) 
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D. 4.3 Case S3 
0.3 1 
Rß. 90 
------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- - -- - R=0.85 
E quit ---------------- Z 0.2 (3.65 
Q 
M 0.6 quit -- o Rß. 34 
V 0.1 
CL Rß. 17 (SLS criterion: shear studs) 
0.01 
0 10 20 30 
Maximum deflection (cm) 














200 400 600 
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Figure D. 4.12: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S3) 
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D. 4.4 Case S4 
0.5 
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Figure D. 4.16: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S4) 
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D. 4.5 Case S5 
0.5 
13=0.95 
0.4---------- ---- ------------------------------ 
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quit ßm. 83 
v 0.3 
Q 
zt ---- 8=0.46 
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Figure D. 4.17: Load-deflection curve (case S5) 
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Figure D. 4.20: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S5) 
Do 
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Figure D. 4.24: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S6) 
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Figure D. 4.28: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S7) 
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Figure D. 4.32: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S8) 
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D. 4.9 Case S9 
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Figure D. 4.36: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S9) 
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Figure D. 4.40: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S10) 
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Figure D. 4.41: Load-deflection curve (case S 11) 
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Figure D. 4.44: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S 11) 
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Figure D. 4.45: Load-deflection curve (case S12) 
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Figure D. 4.48: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S12) 
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Figure D. 4.52: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S13) 
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D. 4.14 Case S14 
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Figure D. 4.56: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S14) 
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Figure D. 4.57: Load-deflection curve (case S 15) 
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Figure D. 4.60: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S15) 
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D. 4.16 Case S16 
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Figure D. 4.64: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S 16) 
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Figure D. 4.68: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S 17) 
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Figure D. 4.72: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S18) 
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Figure D. 4.76: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S 19) 
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D. 4.20 Case S20 
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Figure D. 4.79: Distribution of bending moments along the span (case S20) 
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Figure D. 4.80: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S20) 
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Figure D. 4.81: Load-deflection curve (case S21) 
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Figure D. 4.84: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S21) 
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Figure D. 4.88: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S22) 
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Figure D. 4.92: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S23) 
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D. 4.24 Case S24 
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Figure D. 4.93: Load-deflection curve (case S24) 
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Figure D. 4.96: Deflections (Uy) along the span and distribution of studs (case S24) 
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D. 4.25 Distribution of studs along the span 
Figure D. 4.97 shows the location of shear connectors along the beam length for all 
cases of the parametric analysis. The position of point PTr is referred to ß=0.90 and is 
shown in Figures D. 4.98 to D. 4.101 for each particular case. In these figures, the 
cases are divided in groups of 6, which one having the same composite beam 
geometry and the same value for the parameter L/D, so that the location of point PTr 
(orange square) could be more easily identified. 
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Figure D. 4.97: Distribution of studs for all cases (S I -S24) 
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Figure D. 4.98: Location of point PTr (cases SI -S6) 
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Figure D. 4.99: Location of point PTr (cases S7-S 12) 
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Figure D. 4.100: Location of point PTr (cases S 13-S 18) 
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Figure D. 4.101: Location of point PTr (cases S 19-S24) 
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D. 5 TABLES OF RESULTS-TABLES D-R 
In section D. 5.1, tables to assist in comparing the effect of parameters are presented. 
The nomenclature used in these tables is the same one discussed in Chapter 6. The 
data contained in Tables D-S 1 to D-S24 have been re-organised in a way that it would 
be easier not only to visualise all the results but to get information from it by means of 
isolating the effect of each parameter of interest. The detailed observations obtained 
from each table are shown in section D. 5.2. Based on them, the final conclusions 
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D. 5.2 Detailed analysis of tables 
The detailed observations obtained from each table are as follows: 
a) Tables D-R1 and D-R3: 
" L/D does not affect 6avallable (better observed in Table D-R1); 
" If D (total composite beam height) increases, °available decreases (better 
observed in Table D-R3); 
Note: D =d (steel beam)+ t (concrete slab) 
" Effect of a: no correlation detected; 
" Effect of q: the available rotation values for the cases T I=0.30 are always lower 
than those for the cases rl=0.65 and 11 1. 
b) Tables D-R2 and D-R4: 
" If L increases (i. e., LID increases, keeping D constant), Orequired increases 
(better observed in Table D-R2); 
" If D increases, Orequi d decreases (effect more significant for the cases r1=0.30 
and better observed in Table D-R4); 
" Effect of a: no correlation detected; 
" If Ti increases, 0 ui d decreases (effect more significant for the cases Ti=0.30 
and ii=0.65). 
c) Table D-R5: 
" If D increases, °a, ailable decreases; 
Note: In this table, the highest value of D corresponds to the lowest value of LID. 
However, according to Table D-R1, L/D does not affect °available. Therefore, the 
parameter to be considered in the above conclusion should be only D. 
"L does not affect 8a ajf , 1e (by comparing Tables D-R3 and D-R5); 
" Effect of a: no correlation detected; 
" Effect of rj: the available rotation values for the cases r1=0.30 are always lower 
than those for the cases ii=0.65 and rl=1. 
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d) Table D-R6: 
o If D increases (or LID decreases), Orequired decreases. 
" Effect of a: no correlation detected; 
" If q increases, Omquired decreases. 
e) Tables D-R7 and D-R8: 
" If L increases (i. e., L/D increases, keeping D constant), ßm. decreases (better 
observed in Table D-R7) - effect more significant for lower values of 
9 If D increases, (3m. decreases (better observed in Table D-R8) - effect more 
significant for lower values of i; 
Exception: Cases (S 11 / S23) - Table D-R8 
" Effect of a: no correlation detected; 
" If 11 increases, ßmß increases. 
Exception: Cases (S20 / S19) and (S14 / S13) 
Note: Regarding cases S14 and S20 (TI=65%), the values of ß. a, are higher than those 
for the full interaction cases (cases S 13 and S 19, respectively). This is due to the fact 
that, for these particular cases S14 and S20, the values of slip and rebar deformation 
(for the level ßmax) were very close to their maximum values (capacities). This 
situation would be the ideal one, but it is extremely difficult to be obtained in design 
and practice. Therefore, cases S14 and S20 will be considered as being exceptional 
cases and the tendency stated above remains valid in general. 
f) Tables D-R9 and D-R10: 
" If L increases (keeping the same structural section), quit decreases (better 
observed in Table D-R9); 
9 If D increases, quit increases (better observed in Table D-R10); 
Note: This is not a general behaviour, as it depends on the steel section. In other 
words, quit is affected by the steel section and not the parameter D. 
9 If a increases, quit increases; 
Exception: Cases (S 14 /S 17) 
Note 1: Case S 14: see note for "Tables D-R7 and D-R8"; 
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Note 2: The influence of parameter a on quit was detected, but for a ranging from 0.3 
to 0.6, it was not very significant (approximately 10%). 
" If i increases, quit increases. 
Exception: Cases (S14 / S13) 
Note: Case S14: see note for "Tables D-R7 and D-R8"; 
g) Table D-R11: 
9 If D increases (or L/D decreases): no correlation detected for ßmß; 
" If L decreases, ßmß increases (effect more significant for lower values of ti); 
Note: Based on Tables D-R7, D-R8 and D-R11, it can be observed that the parameter 
which is affecting (3m. is L, and not D or L/D. 
" Effect of a: no correlation detected; 
" If i increases, ßmß increases. 
Exception: Cases (S 19 / S20) 
h) Table D-R12: 
" If L/D decreases, quit increases; 
" If a increases, quit increases; 
" If il increases, quit increases. 
i) Tables D-R13 and D-R14: 
" If LID increases, (1 -reai)/1 decreases - effect more significant for lower values 
of q (better observed in Table D-R13); 
" If D increases, (1 )/11 increases - effect more significant for lower values of 
TI (better observed in Table D-R14); 
" If a increases, (T )/rl decreases - effect more significant for lower values of 
11; 
" If il increases, (1 )/1 decreases. 
Note: The differences between the desired and real levels of shear connection are due 
to the fact that studs in the sagging moment region are being used to stress the 
reinforcement. 
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j) Tables D-1115 and D-R16: 
" Effect of LID: no correlation detected (better observed in Table D-R15); 
" Effect of D: no correlation detected (better observed in Table D-R16); 
" Effect of a: no correlation detected; 
" If 71 increases, [q+real (del. 2)1/11 increases. 
Note: The differences between the desired and real levels of shear connection are due 
to the fact that studs in the sagging moment region are being used to stress the 
reinforcement. 
k) Tables D-1117 and D-1118: 
" Effect of I. /D: no correlation detected (better observed in Table D-R17); 
Note: 
For D=420: if L/D increases, are,,, decreases - Exception: case (S 12 / S6); 
For D=740: if LAD increases, a rea, /a increases. 
" If D increases: no correlation detected for a real /a (better observed in Table D- 
R18); 
Note: 
For L/D=15: if D increases, a real /a decreases; 
For L/D=25: no correlation detected. 
" If a increases, a rew /a decreases; 
Exceptions: Cases (Si / S4) and (S 13 /S 16) 
" Effect of tl: no correlation detected. 
Note: For the cases rl=0.30 and a =0.6, the value of area is lower than the desired one 
(a. ), i. e. area /a < 1. Cases S22 and S23 also resulted in areal /a < I. 
I) Tables D-R19 and D-R20: 
" If LJD increases, [(a/ß),, j] /a increases (better observed in Table D-R19); 
Exception: Cases (S7 /S 1) and (S 10 / S4) 
" Effect of D: no correlation detected (better observed in Table D-R20); 
Note: 
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For IM-- 15: if D increases, [(a/ß), J /a decreases. Exception: cases (S 12 / 
S24); 
For UD=25: if D increases, [(a/ß)ýý] /a increases. 
" Effect of a: no correlation detected; 
9 Effect of rl: no correlation detected. 
m) Table D-1121: 
" If D increases (or L/D decreases), (ri reg)/l increases - effect more significant 
for lower values of q; 
" If a increases, (1 reg)/ri decreases - effect more significant for lower values of 
11; 
" If r) increases, (rj j)Ii decreases. 
n) Table D-R22: 
" If D increases (or UD decreases): no correlation detected for [71+real (det 2)1/11; 
" Effect of a: no correlation detected; 
" If 1 increases, [r1tnai (def. 2)]/rß increases. 
o) Table D-R23: 
9 If D increases (or L/D decreases), c (,,, g /a decreases; 
" If a increases, a 1eal /a decreases; 
Exception: Cases (S 1/ S4) 
" Effect of ii: no correlation detected. 
p) Table D-R24: 
" If L/D decreases, [(a/ß)j] /a decreases; 
Note: According to Table D-R20, parameter D does not affect [(a /ß)1,1] /a. 
" If a increases, [(a/ß)rej] /a decreases; 
Exception: Cases (S2 / S5). 
" Effect of il: no correlation detected. 
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